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I'uget Sound Energy Inc.

Maio-: H:Hing Factors I J
Strengths:
• Regulated integrated electric and natural gas utility operations that provide

an essential service and relatively sta ble cash flows;
• Generally supportive regulatory framework with a power cost adjustment

(PCA) mechanism and purchased gas adjustment mechanisms, although the

BBB/Stable/M

PCA mechanism does not provide full recovery;
• The absence of material unregulated businesses; and
• A power-cost-only rate case procedure that functions as a limited-scope rate

case for resource additions and other power costs, thus reducing rate lag.

Weaknesses:
• Aggressive financial strategy, reflecting double leverage added at the holding company;
• Significant capital expenditure requirements -- driven by infrastructure replacement, resource requirements, and

regulations -- that increase rate lag; and
• Moderate price and commodity risk related to a significant reliance on hydroelectric and gas-fired resources, as

well as market purchases.

P nticr alc
The 'BBB' corporate credit rating (CCR) on Puget Sound Energy Inc. (PSE) reflects the excellent business risk profile
and aggressive financial risk profile of integrated electric and gas utility operations, consolidated financial measures
that are weaker than PSE's because of additional debt leverage at 'BB+' rated holding company Puget Energy Inc.
(Puger), and the insulating regulatory provisions pledged at the utility operating company that further disadvantage
holding company financial obligations relative to the operating company. However, the financial dependency of the
holding company on subsidiary cash flows and the absence of other operating units limit the degree of
differentiation between the two credit ratings.

The business risk profile of Puget is excellent, primarily reflecting PSE's combined electric and gas utility business
focused in the Puget Sound region of Washington State. PSE is subject to regulation by the Washington Utilities and
Transportation Commission. The company's management of its regulatory relationships in Washington is a key
driver of credit quality, especially in light of PSE's relatively high capital needs and commodity cost exposure, and
we assess the regulatory environment as less credit supportive. PSE's cost recovery mechanisms for purchased gas
and power costs support credit quality.

Puget's consolidated financial risk profile is aggressive under Standard & Poor's corporate risk matrix. Our internal
projections reflect consolidated adjusted funds from operations (FFO) to debt of 13%, debt to EBITDA of 5.3x, and
debt to capital of 62% based on our anticipation of continued dividends and reduced capital spending levels along
with rate case revenues that will continue to support current ratings. We anticipate that credit metrics will trend
within a narrow band over the next two years, except for periodic weather variance and shifts in power and gas
prices, which we believe the company has the ability to absorb. FFO to total debt was 13.1 %, excluding reclassified
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Puget Sound Energy Inc.

derivative contracts, for the 12 months ended Sept. 30, 2011. Debt to EBITDA was 5x and debt to capital was
61.3% as of Sept 30 2011. Our credit metrics include adjustments for operating leases, hybrid equity debt securities,
postretirement benefit obligations, purchased power agreements, and accrued interest.

Liquidity
The short-term rating on PSE is 'A-2' and consolidated liquidity is strong under our corporate liquidity
methodology, which categorizes liquidity under five standard descriptors. Projected sources of liquidity (mainly
operating cash flow and available bank lines) exceed projected uses (mainly necessary capital expenditures, debt
maturities, and common dividends) for the upcoming 12 months by 1.5x or more. Even over the next 24 months,
the measure remains more than 1x and sources will exceed uses even if forecast EBITDA declines by 30%.

The company has been proactive in reducing its significant refinancing risks. Aside from the operating company
credit facilities, most transaction-related financings were completed sooner than we had anticipated. PSE has three
committed unsecured revolving credit facilities that provide, in aggregate, $1.15 billion in short-term borrowing
capability: a $400 million credit agreement for working capital needs, a $400 million credit facility for funding
capital expenditures, and a $350 million facility to support other working capital and energy hedging activities. As
of Sept. 30,2011, PSE had a $12.5 million letter of credit working capital facility and $119 million outstanding
under the commercial paper program, and nothing drawn or outstanding under the capital expenditure facility or
the hedging facility. These facilities mature February of 2014.

On Feb. 10,2012, Puget Energy entered into a new $1 billion credit facility with a term of five years that replaced
the prior facility and term loan balance. Initial borrowing under the Puget facility totaled $864 million. Most of this
debt is a result of the go-private merger transaction. Puget's credit agreement contains financial covenants that can
limit its availability, including a minimum group FFO coverage ratio of 2x and a maximum leverage ratio of 65%.
The facility matures Feb. 10,2017.

Recovery analysis
Puget's term loans and senior secured notes (secured by stock) are not notched from our 'BB+' issuer credit rating
(lCR) on the company, based on our speculative-grade recovery criteria and our anticipation of meaningful (50% to
70%) recovery. (For the complete recovery analysis, please refer to our recovery report published Feb. 16,2012, on
RatingsDirect on the Global Credit Portal.)

We rate PSE's first mortgage bonds (FMB) 'A-', two notches higher than the CCR, with a recovery rating of '1+.'
We assign recovery ratings to FMBs issued by U.S. utilities, and this can result in issue ratings being notched above
the CCR on a utility, depending on the CCR category and the extent of the collateral coverage. The
investment-grade FMB recovery methodology is based on the ample historical record of nearly 100% recovery for
secured-bond holders in utility bankruptcies and our view that the factors that supported those recoveries (the small
size of the creditor class and the durable value of utility rate-based assets during and after a reorganization, given the
essential service provided and the high replacement cost) will persist. Under our notching criteria, we consider the
limitations of FMB issuance under the utility'S indenture relative to the value of the collateral pledged to
bondholders, management's stated intentions on future FMB issuance, and the regulatory limitations on bond
issuance when assigning issue ratings to utility FMBs. FMB ratings can exceed a utility CCR by as much as one
notch in the 'A' category, two notches in the 'BBB' category, and three notches in speculative-grade categories. (See
"Criteria: Changes To Collateral Coverage Requirements For '1+' Recovery Ratings On U.S. Utility First Mortgage
Bonds," published Sept. 6, 2007, on RatingsDirect on the Global Credit PortaL) PSE's collateral coverage of more
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Puget Sound Energy Inc.

than 1.5x supports a recovery rating of '1+' and an issue rating of 'A-', two notches above the ~CR.

Outlook
The stable outlook reflects our anticipation of reasonable and timely rate relief related to resource additions and
changes in power costs at PSE, combined with our forecast on a consolidated adjusted basis of FFO to debt of more
than 13%, debt to EBlTDA of 5.3x, and debt to capital of 62%. We could lower the rating if Puger fails to
prudently manage its financial risk profile and FFO to debt drops to less than 12%, debt to EBITDA rises to more
than 5.5x, or debt to capital rises to more than 65%, on a sustained basis. We could raise the rating if Puget is able
to achieve higher credit metrics, specifically FFO to debt of more than 15% on a sustainable basis, debt to EBITDA
of less than 4.5x, and debt ro capital of less than 55%. However, positive ratings momentum is unlikely at this time
and stronger credit rnetrics at utility PSE will not benefit its rating absent improvement on a consolidated basis.

Table 1.

Portland General Electric
Puget Energ~ Inc. Avista Core. Co. NorthWestern Core. IDACORP Inc.

Rating as of Jan. 30. 2012 BBt/Stable/·· BBB/Stable/A·2 BBB/Stable/A·2 BBB/Stable/ A· 2 BBB/$table/A·2

--Average of past three fiscal years--

(Mil. $)
Revenues 3.269.6 1,577.1 1,777.3 1.163.6 1,015.4
EBITDA 894.8 326.0 480.9 2478 335.0
Net income from cant. oper. 124.0 84.4 101.0 72.8 121.9
Funds from operations (FFO) 6430 257.0 366.8 212.5 262.3
Capital expenditures 951.6 223.8 521.6 178.3 279.6
Free operating cash flow (3692) (13) (1822) 17.5 (331)
Dividends paid 127.1 47.2 70.0 49.0 56.3
Discretionary cash flow (4963) (484) (2522) (315) (894)
Cash and short· term 51.2 43.6 15.0 7.3 96.8
investments

Debt 4.6209 1,365.5 2,087.6 1,0799 1.873.2
Preferred stock 125.6 36.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Equity 3.132.2 1.1092 1,498.7 790.3 1,4133
Debt and equity 7,753.0 2,474.8 3.586.2 1,B70.2 3,286.6

Adjusted ratios
EBITDA margin (%) 27.4 20.7 27.1 21.3 33.0
EBIT interest coverage (x) 1.7 2.8 2.0 23 2.4
Return on capital (%) 5.7 7.6 6.8 84 6.3
FFOint. cov (x) 32 42 3.6 3.6 3.6
FFO/debt (%) 13.9 188 17.6 19.7 14.0
Free operating cash flow/debt (80) (0.1) (8.7) 1.6 (18)
(%)

Discretionary cash flow/debt (10.7) (3.5) (121) (29) (48)
(%)

Net cash tlow/cape« (%) 54.2 938 569 917 73.7
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Table 1.

Puget Energy Inc. -- Peer Comparison (cont.)
Debt/EBITDA (x) 5.2 4.2 4.3 4.4 5.6
Total debt/debt plus equity (%) 59.6 55.2 58.2 57.7 57.0
Return on capital 1%) 5.7 7.6 6.8 84 6.3
Return on common equity (%) 3.5 7.6 5.4 8.2 7.9
Common dividend payout ratio 955 54.2 710 67.3 46.3
(unadj.; %)

Table 2.

e.t,Energy Inc. -- Financial Summa

--12 months through
Sept 1-· --Fiscal year ended Dec. 31----

2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006
Rating history BBt/Stable/ .. BBt/Stable/·· BBt/Stable/·· BBB·/Watch Neg/ .. BBB·/Watch Neg;'· BBB·/Stable/··

(Mil. $)
Revenues 3,2979 3,122.2 3.328.9 3,357.8 3,220.1 2,905.7
EBITOA 1,0890 832.B 1.027.5 824.2 834.3 791.0
Net income from contmuing 159.7 30.3 186.8 154.9 1847 167.2
operations

Funds from operations (FFO) 712.0 498.7 741.2 689.1 584.3 358.1
Capital expenditures 1,090.6 994.5 898.7 961.7 839.7 819.6
Dividends paid 1270 113.0 129.9 138.4 112.8 104 3
Debt 5.4472 5.204.5 4,692.7 3.965.5 3.473.9 3.628.2
Preferred stock 1250 125.0 125.0 126.9 126.9 20.8
Equity 3.432.3 3.4479 3,5485 2.4001 2,648.8 2.136.8
Debt and equity 8,879.5 8.652.4 8.241.1 6,365.6 6.122.7 5.7650

Adjusted ratios
EBITOA margin (%) 33.0 26.7 30.9 24.5 25.9 272
EBIT interest coverage (x) 1.5 "1 2.~ 2.0 2.0 2.1
FFO int. cov (x) 2.8 2.4 3.4 4.3 3.3 2.6
FFO/debt (%) 13.1 9.6 15.8 17.4 16.8 9.9
Discretionary cash flow/debt 180) (109) (92) (12.3) (9.21 (18.4)
(%)

Net cash tlow/capex (%) 53.6 38.8 68.0 57.3 56.2 31.0
Debt/debt and equity (%) 61.3 60.2 56.9 62.3 56.7 62.9
Return on capital (%) 5.9 3.8 7.6 6.1 7.4 7.5
Return on common equity 3.5 (00) 59 5.8 7.2 7.2
(%)

Common dividend payout 74.1 344.1 64.9 837 58.7 62.4
ratio (unadj, %)
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Table 1.
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Oebt/EBITDA (x) 5,2 4.2 4.3 4.4 5.6

Total debt/debt plus equity (%) 59.6 55.2 58.2 57.7 57.0

Return on capital ('Yo) 5.7 7.6 6.8 84 6.3

Return on common equity (%) 3.5 7.6 5.4 8,2 79

Common dividend payout ratio 955 54,2 710 67.3 46.3
(unadj.; %)

Table 2.

r' st. 1111'1, .." I . I . ./• I'

--12 months through
Sept 1-- --Fiscal year ended Dec. 31--

2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006
Rating history BBt/Stable/ .. BBt/Stable/-· BBt/Stable/-- BBB-/Watch Neg/-- BBB·/Watch Neg/-- BBB·/Stable/--

-
(MiI.S)

--

Revenues 3.2979 3.122.2 3.328,9 3.357.8 3.2201 2.9057

EBITOA 1,089.0 832.B 1.0275 824.2 834.3 791.0

Net income from contmuing 1597 30.3 186.8 154.9 lB47 167.2
operations
Funds from operations (FFO) 712.0 498.7 741.2 689.1 5843 358.1

Capital expenditures 1,090.6 994.5 8987 961.7 B39.7 819.6

Dividends paid 1270 113.0 1299 1384 112.8 104 3

Debt 5.4472 5.204.5 4,692.7 3.965.5 3,4739 3.6282

Preferred stock 1250 125.0 125.0 126.9 126.9 20.8

Equity 3,432.3 3,4479 3.5485 2.4001 2.648.8 2.1368

Debt and equity 8,879.5 B.6524 8.2411 6,365.6 6,122.7 5}65 0
--

Adjusted ratios
EBITDA margin (%) 330 267 30.9 24.5 25.9 272

EBIT interest coverage (x) 1.5 ' . 2'- 2.0 2.0 2.1

FFOint, cov (x) 2.8 2.4 34 4.3 3.3 2.6

FFO/debt ('Yo) 13.1 9.6 15.8 17.4 16.8 9.9

Discretionary cash flow/debt (B 0) (109) (92) (12.3) (92) (18.4)
(%)

Net cash flow/capex (%) 53.6 38,8 68.0 57.3 562 31.0

Debt/debt and equity (%) 61.3 60.2 56.9 62.3 56.7 62.9

Return on capital (%) 5.9 3.B 76 6.1 7.4 7.5

Return on common equity 3.5 (0.0) 59 5.8 7.2 7.2
(%)

Common dividend payout 74.1 3441 64.9 837 58.7 62.4
ratio {unadj . %)
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